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You know where you stand

You know your market share

Your price positioning

Your R&D department tells you that 
your formulation is just as good as 
that of your key competitors

Your sensory panel has described 
their product profile in detail

Or do you?



For ME

`A brand is what a brand does`

‘The return of the product’ - A consumer trend that makes 
benchmarking even more important



Experience mode - a renewed focus on the brand 
experience, centered on the product
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“Brand as amplifier”
Product as the foundation

Heightened awareness of 

‘bad’ ingredients (e.g. MSG, 

certain fats)

Ingredients of origin (e.g. 

coffee, chocolate)

Production (e.g. organic)
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Where do people want experience mode 
relationships? 
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So do you know what consumers think?

�Get closer to your consumers

�Stay abreast of changing tastes

�Understand where your product 

stands in consumers eyes

Is your product up to scratch with their 

preferences?

How does it compare to competitors? 

Benchmarking brings the 
consumer perspective into 
defining the strategic direction 
of product development



What do you want to find out?

With this information you can determine 
IF you should consider any action and WHAT action would 

have the strongest impact on consumer preference 

How does my product compare in consumers eyes

Is it as good as, better, worse than 

competition overall?

How do they describe 

the products?

How sweet
salty

smooth is it?

Do they like this product 

profile?

And do they like the level of 
sweetness, saltiness?

Is it just right or is it too much 
of this or too little of that?

50%
20%
30%

How much does each variable 

contribute to overall perception?

What difference would it make if you increased sweetness?



But how to do benchmarking well?



The single answer to a lot of these questions: 

“It depends”

Who to talk to?

Which 

variables to 

measure?

What 

language & 

scales?

How many 

of them?

Which 

competitor?

Under which 

conditions to 

test?

How do you 

analyse?

What test 

design?

What Action 

Standards?

Whatever you decide, the guiding principle should be that you want to 

achieve an honest picture of where your product stands in the marketplace 

Blind or 

branded?



Many briefs that we receive for tests come 
without specific Action Standards

“My product needs to achieve at 

least parity to the market leader 

on overall acceptance. If parity is 

not achieved, the product profile 

will be used to determine potential 

re-formulation requirements.”

“My product needs to achieve 

parity on overall acceptance and 

on the key variables X, Y, Z. If this 

is not achieved, re-formulation on 

the relevant variables will be 

considered.”

“I am sold at a premium based on the promise 

of a superior product. My product therefore 

needs to achieve superiority over key 

competitors on overall acceptance.”

An action standard determines before the test, what you want to 
achieve, how do you expect your product to perform on what 

measures and what action you consider based on the outcome?



Which competitors / products do we include?

Where are you? Who are you competing with?

Specific product 
segment

Specific claim

Market leader

Among top 5

Smaller player

Value

Mass market

Premium

� Include the market leader(s) (you may be surprised)

� Don’t forget DOBs/ROBs (you may be surprised)

� If you claim to be a the ‘crispy’ chip; ‘smooth’ cottage 
cheese – who else is doing so?

� But compare like with like

� Dark chocolate with other dark chocolates

Don’t undermine your benchmarking by taking a 
narrow view on who you are competing with



Variables and language

Overall measures

� Overall opinion (7-point-scale)

� Purchase Intention (5-point-scale)

If you do product 

testing, use the same 

scales in benchmarking

Diagnostic variables

R&D
Con-

sumer

Which are important?
How do they talk?

The language of sensory 

panels are aligned to R&D 

needs

Consumers may use the 

same words, but mean 

something different

You may need to invest in some qualitative research to determine
relevant variables and the words to use to express them



A few examples of scales

Much too weak 

A little too weak 

Just right 

A little too strong 

Much too strong 

Strength of flavour

Easy to spread 

Somewhat easy to spread 

Neither difficult or easy to spread 

Somewhat difficult to spread 

Difficult to spread 

Easy of spreading

Much too thick  

A little too thick 

The consistency was just right 

A little too thin 

Much too thin 

Consistency

Bi-polar scales - Midpoint supposed to be best

BEWARE � need to confirm this through stats

Not nearly bitter enough 

Not quite bitter enough 

It was just right in bitterness 

It was a little too bitter 

It was much too bitter 

Bitterness

Uni-polar scales
Best score presented at bottom of list (to discourage top-boxing)

Like it very much 

Like it a little 

Neither like it nor dislike it 

Dislike it a little 

Dislike it very much 

Taste

Excellent 

Very good 

Good 

Fair 

Neither poor nor fair 

Poor 

Very poor 

Overall Opinion



Regular users of the 

category

Users of a specific 

market segment

Who to talk to

Users of your brand

Best practice: Talk to a representative sample of category users

Ensure a sufficient sub-sample of regular users of your (or key 

competitor) brand(s), if you want to analyse them separately

Only narrow the sample down to users of a specific market segment 

if you are sure that you are not (and don’t want to be) relevant to 

the other category users



Conditions for the test?

Do you test in a controlled environment (i.e. central location test) or do you leave it up 

the consumer to use the product as they would ‘normally’ do (i.e. in home)?

How does your product perform 

compared to others under 

conditions of

Ceteris Paribus 
‘If all else is equal’

Hence control the conditions:

Easiest to achieve in a 
central location test

But you want real consumer 

perception

Consumers may perceive 
products differently, 

depending on where and 
how they use them

Hence allow them to use the 

products as and when they would 

normally do it: best achieved

in an home test



Conditions for the test?

How does your product need to perform in real life?

Ready for consumption 
on its own

Chocolates
Sweets
Yoghurt

Beverages

Ready for consumption –
consumed in combination 

with others

Tomato sauce
Mayonnaise

Bread
Spreads

Ingredient to be used in 
combination with others

Dry soups
Cook-in-sauces

Herbs & Spices
Meal kits

‘Real’ conditions may 
vary drastically from 
one consumer to the 

next, from one dish to 
the next

‘Real’ conditions 

don’t vary a lot

The more diverse the ‘real life’
conditions of use the higher the risk 
of masking product differences in 
an ‘uncontrolled’ test environment

But the more you limit diversity of conditions, the less you measure real consumer 

perceived performance differences



Conditions for the test?

How does your product need to perform in real life?

Ready for consumption 
on its own

Ready for consumption –
consumed in combination 

with others

Central location

• All products tested in the same way

• One tasting event per product is enough to enable 

consumers to evaluate the product and it’s profile

� Be as realistic as necessary and possible

� Offer consumers a limited number of 
relevant conditions, e.g. testing a spread 
offering different types of bread 

� Ensure that conditions are recorded



Conditions for the test?

How does your product need to perform in real life?

Ingredient to be used in 
combination with others

• Central location: Consumers are not involved in the preparation, you can only test the 

final product, not the performance during preparation

• Select a number of key dishes, relevant for your sampled universe, ensure they are 

prepared in an authentic way

• Consumer perception of the dish may have a halo effect on the evaluation of the 

product you are testing

• In-home: Holistic picture of product performance in the context of preparation and

consumption

• Ensure that conditions are recorded, i.e. diary of dishes prepared and other key 

ingredients used – This allows for evaluating their impact through statistical analysis

South Africa “the world in one country”

Different people with a diversity of food cultures, 

dishes, cooking methods and taste preferences

No central location test can replicate this diversity

Ready for consumption –
consumed in combination 

with others



Test design

Monadic
Each consumer tests one 

product only (scaled 
evaluation of this product)

Paired comparison
Each consumer tests two or 

more products (products 
evaluated comparatively once 

all products tested)

Sequential-monadic
Each consumer tests two ore 

more products
(full scaled evaluation after 

each product)

Most sensitiveLeast sensitive

Least realisticMost realistic

Requires bigger 

total sample

May take longerMay take longer

Comparison over 

time possible
Comparison over 

time not possible

Sequential-monadic: benefits of monadic (close to reality, scaled evaluation which 
can be used in advanced statistical analysis) but is more sensitive and hence 

allows to tease out product differences



� White packaging
� Neutral product code (e.g. FR53, TC37)

Blind
No branding – White pack

NOT Branded /
As marketed

Beware of other features that may give the brand away

• Pack shape and functionality?
• Brand specific product features (e.g. product colour, shape)?

Always ask as the last question: “What brand of CATEGORY do you 

think you tried?” (To identify unintentional brand biases – which may be 

neutralised / isolated through weighting / stats)

We want to take the brand out of the equation hence:

Products should be presented BLIND

If blinding is impossible, you have to test branded 
(include a brand evaluation up-front to measure the brand effect)



How confident can we be that GK32 is 
really better or that IF56 is not worse?

Product IF56 Product GK32

Overall Opinion (Mean) 5.87 6.05

Significance testing gives us confidence levels

Typically expressed as 

99% confidence
95% confidence

90% confidence

99%

If you want to achieve parity
You should not score significantly lower than competition �

Even a difference at a 90% confidence level means you have 

failed your action standard

If you want to achieve superiority
You should score higher than competition and achieve at least 

a 95% confidence level



Drivers analysis helps you decide what to change

� What is the contribution of each diagnostic variable measured to
overall opinion or purchase intention?

� What change to the formulation would have the 
bigger impact?

����What are the issues?

�

�

�

�

Action standard of parity 
NOT achieved

Contribution to 

Overall Opinion

or Driving force
Competitor better @ 

95% sign.level

Overall 

Opinion

Too small

Just right

Too sweet

Example

30Right size

20Smoothness

50Sweetness

The statistical method used is a multiple regression analysis



Benchmarking – so this is how to do it

Who to talk to?

Which 

variables to 

measure?

What 

language & 

scales?

How many 

of them?

Which 

competitor?

Under which 

conditions to 

test?

How to 

select 

them?

What test 

design?

What Action 

Standards?

Blind or 

branded?



Questions




